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—there was on the Left a single powerful organized party., the
nucleus round which had gathered nearly three million voters
in 1924.3 a number which careful investigators of the political
situation thought would probably have been exceeded if another
opportunity to vote had been given. Here, dark and lowering,
loomed the Red peril—the one thing the German Communist
party never was.
We have seen how the old Social Democratic party had split
during the war, how it had achieved uneasy reunion in 1918,
leaving outside the rebels and extremists of the Spartacus League,
how it split again, and how the Spartacists, though maintaining
their identity, were merged politically in the Independent Socialist
party which had caused the official party such heavy losses in
1920. But the Independent party split because it refused to
accept the conclusions that Moscow drew from its membership
of the Third International. The anti-Muscovite wing rejoined
the old party while the others, definitely amalgamated with the
Spartacists, became at last the Communist party of Germany.
That had two important results. The name "Communist"
linked the party up intimately and irrevocably with official
revolutionism and with the Bolshevik tyranny in Russia, whose
beginnings had so profoundly impressed every German who
saw it at close quarters, and also with the worst horrors of the
German revolutionary movement, though even at Munich the
darkest deeds of a Red dictatorship crazed with fear showed
light against the murky sadism of the White revenge. Communism
was a subject on which very few ordinary Germans were capable
of rational thought, and they credited German Communism with
a record of murder, conspiracy, sabotage, and treason which,
if the proud acceptance of it by certain Communists had carried
any conviction to the responsible, would have caused and justi-
fied its extermination. It was simply by the power of association
that the Communist party as it existed in Germany was ever
promoted to be the Red peril, a promotion done automatically
in the minds of ordinary citizens without any prompting from
interested parties. It became, therefore, the natural home of
any revolutionist, Marxist or otherwise, and also the happy

